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LiDA: how we started
• 2006-2008 project funded by EU Structural 
Funds, implemented by Kaunas University 
of Technology (librarians and political 
scientists) in collaboration with Vilnius 
University and Institute for Social Research 
(quantitative sociologists)
– Big Data, Open Science, Open Data, FAIR 
principles etc. - only in the far horizon
– Even then we started with an idea to 
become open, findable/reusable and 
interoperable DA
LiDA: how we started
• 2009-2011 another project funded by EU 
Structural Funds, implemented by Kaunas 
University of Technology in collaboration 
with Vilnius University, Institute of History 
(historians) and Vytautas Magnus 
University (qualitative sociologist)
– The infrastructure that is currently available 
was fully developed and installed
LiDA: who we are and what we do
(www.lidata.eu)
LiDA: who we are and what we do
• LiDA provides virtual digital infrastructure 
for acquisition, preservation and 
dissemination of digital SSH data in 
Lithuania
– SSH researchers can search, browse, 
make online analyzes and download data 
sets of more than 250 surveys
– LiDA has modules for archiving data of the 
Lithuanian political system, Qualitative 
studies and Historical statistics of the 
Lithuania.
LiDA: who we are and what we do
• LiDA also serves as a hub to increase 
methodological competence of researchers 
by providing methodological assistance 
and training:
– Distance learning solutions
– Data confrontation seminars and 
methodological training
• LiDA also aims to become a national point 
of access to international SSH data stored 
in other archives (ICPSR, CESSDA)
LiDA: who we are and what we do
• Main activities:
– SSH data acquisition, documentation and 
publication for free access to academic 
community
• Proper documentation is the key
– Methodological training
• Data without knowledgeable users are 
useless
LiDA: IT infrastructure
• LiDA has three level IT infrastructure:









• LiDA has three level IT infrastructure:
– Services:
• Data documentation → NESSTAR 
Publisher
• Thesauri → HASSET/ELSST
• Indexing and Searching
• Visualization → WEB, NESSTAR 
WebView
• Analysis → NESSTAR WebView
– Web portal
LiDA: IT infrastructure (survey data)
LiDA: IT infrastructure – NESSTAR
LiDA: IT infrastructure (survey data)
• Ingest → SPSS data files (not open, but 
most common data format in survey 
research)
– Metadata added with NESSTAR Publisher







• NESSTAR Publisher 3.54
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NESSTAR
• NESSTAR Publisher 4.09
• Alternatives are available: SDA, Dataverse
LiDA: IT infrastructure (survey data)
• Archiving and Publication → FEDORA 
repository and NESSTAR Server
– Metadata: DDI → DC, MARC21, etc.
– Metadata: OAI-PMH → Lithuanian Virtual 
Library (LVB), LABT, Google, etc.
• Data access is provided on the Web portal 
and NESSTAR WebView
LiDA: IT infrastructure (survey data):
OAI-PMH
LiDA: IT infrastructure (survey data):
NESSTAR WebView
LiDA: IT infrastructure (survey data):
Web portal
LiDA: IT infrastructure (survey data)
LiDA: IT infrastructure (survey data)
LiDA: IT infrastructure (survey data)
LiDA: IT infrastructure (survey data)
NESSTAR WebView online analysis
• LiDA data catalogue (LiDAKAT) allows 
inspecting the data, processing it as well 
as elementary statistical analysis online
– Results can easily be exported
LiDA: data sets
• Four types of data can be stored:
– Survey data
– Historical statistics
– Data on Lithuanian political system 
(prototype)
– Qualitative data (prototype)
LiDA: survey data sets
• Public opinion data is the biggest and most 
frequently used data collections (also in 
other national SSH data archives)
– This data is mainly used for secondary 
analysis
• Historical and/or cross-cultural research
– Almost 300 data sets available
LiDA: survey data sets
LiDA: data sets of historical statistics
• Historical statistics (mainly data tables) 
include data about Lithuanian population 
(some census data), economy, trade, 
socio-economic indicators, culture, 
education, public health etc.
– Mainly, pre-II World War data (old data, not 
readily available at Statistics Lithuania)
– More than 60 data sets available
LiDA: data sets of historical statistics
LiDA: data access
• Data – freely available for non-commercial 
use (still not open)
– Data provided in open and not open (but 
most commonly used) formats
– Plans to make data open in the future
– No API
• Metadata – freely available (already open)
– Plans to make available in other standards
LiDA: data access
• Search → metadata search, variable 
search, search using thesauri (HASSET, 
ELSST)
• Data inspection and analysis → NESSTAR
– Proprietary software
– Other (and open source) platforms are 
becoming more popular (Dataverse)
LiDA: challenges
• Technological changes (progress)
– IT infrastructures
– Data and metadata standards
• Funding and support
– Academic community still not fully aware of 
the benefits related to having specialized 
data archives (and open data, in general)
– National funding agencies still hesitant 
about importance of data archives
• What are the advantages to have them?
• International cooperation/integration
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